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ABSTRACT
The role of the Web in political exchange has been crucial for society. Its platforms have connected people and allowed manifestation, organization, and access to information; however, they have also produced negative outcomes, such as increased polarization and fast disinformation spreading. These types of phenomena are not completely understood in the context of continuous technological change. Here we propose to grow knowledge in these issues by focusing on representativeness, through the following question: How demographic groups are represented in the discussion on micro-blogging platforms? Our aim is to answer this question on the discussion about a specific topic, abortion, as observed on one of the most popular micro-blogging platforms. As a case study, we followed the abortion discussion on Twitter in two Spanish-speaking countries from 2015 to 2018. Our results indicate differences in representativeness with respect to country, stance, and time of publication, a process that affects on-going legislation. These findings show that demographic groups differ in how they generate content, and that under- and over-represented groups are not the same between countries, implying that single-country outcomes are not generalizable.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing. • Information systems → Social networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Web has been crucial for exchanging points of view. Its several platforms have connected people and allowed manifestation, organization, and access to information. However, they have also produced negative outcomes, such as increased polarization and fast disinformation spreading. These phenomena are not completely understood, arguably due to how demographic patterns change on the Web, and the difficulty of performing longitudinal studies around these topics. The lack of population-representative information source can lead to biased analysis and algorithms [1].

With this context in mind, we aim to improve understanding in how people participate and take a stance on the debate around a controversial issue, abortion. Abortion is a hard topic to talk about, as it is not only about political stances, but also about deep private matters [43]. Its debate on micro-blogging platforms has been studied before [21, 44, 49, 50], delivering insights on how the different stances on the issue relate and are discussed. Even though this analysis has been mostly static, longitudinal studies covering abortion debate exist [15, 18], however, previous longitudinal analyses have not focused on who discusses what, and with whom; additionally, they have focused on a single country — mainly, the U.S.A. To the extent of our knowledge, there are no studies about abortion debate with a focus on understanding how representative the discussion is in longitudinal terms. This paper aims to provide answers to such research question, stated as follows: What is the representativeness of the abortion debate on micro-blogging platforms?

Here we develop a pipeline of methods to study opinions expressed on micro-blogging platforms. We infer demographic attributes and political stance of users using a state-of-the-art classification method. Then, we use census data to establish differences in how demographic and stance groups are represented at two levels. On the one hand, we measure the demographic representativeness of each group. On the other hand, we measure how content in debate is distributed, with a focus on geography, stance, and time.

With this methodology, we study the Twitter debate about abortion in Argentina and Chile during 2015–2018, two neighboring Spanish-speaking countries in South America. Although they share many cultural similarities, they have several differences in terms of abortion legislation. On the one hand, Chile is a country that, until the approval of its current abortion law, had one of the most severe abortion laws in the world [45]. Its current abortion bill was sent to congress in January 2015 and approved as law in September 2017,
eliciting discussion on social media until today. The law allows abortion under three grounds: “endangerment of a woman’s life; embryonic anomaly or malformation incompatible with life; and pregnancy arising from sexual violence” [34]. On the other hand, Argentina does not have an abortion law, although its current Sanitary Code from 1921 allows abortion on two grounds (endangerment of life and pregnancy from sexual violence). In 2018, a free abortion law was proposed in Congress, but was rejected after two months of legislation [7]. These events were relevant for abortion debate in Latin American countries, as they had an impact on how abortion activism was performed on the physical world [36].

Our main results indicate that both countries, regardless their similarities, have completely different population distributions on Twitter, implying that single-country outcomes may not be generalizable without controlling for this fact. Additionally, we find that content distributions varies by country, stance, and time of publication, implying that studies on controversial issues need to include these variables in their analysis.

The contributions of this research are as follows: (i) a methodology to measure the stance representativeness around a controversial issue; and (ii) a case study of the methodology applied to the debate on abortion in Argentina and Chile. In conclusion, even though Twitter has severe bias in population representation [1, 5], when carefully considering demographic factors to debias the data, it provides valuable insights on public opinion, and allows to understand how people behaves in political debate while embracing web-based platforms.

2 RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

There are two main areas related to our work: Political Debate on Twitter and Representativeness of Findings.

2.1 Political Debate on Twitter

Twitter has been a platform that has enabled the study of controversial discussion at scale [17]. In the context of abortion, different perspectives have been studied: how people from each stance interacts with others [49]; the linguistic characteristics of ideological discourse [44]; and the spread of anti-abortion policy [50]. To characterize stances on these types of controversial issues, stances must be predicted, as they are not always explicit, e.g., self-reported. Two main approaches have been proposed: network analysis [16, 17] and lexical analysis [13, 31]. Both have also be used together [42]. Regardless of the approach, the main assumption is that homophily, i.e., the tendency to relate to like-minded people, plays a big role in political classification [4]. Still, stance inference is not a fully solved problem. Recent developments have differentiated between participating in the debate and taking a stance [51].

In our work, we infer stance using a state-of-the-art classifier, XGBoost [9]. Under the absence of ground truth to classify user demographic attributes and political stance, we bootstrapped self-reported data [38]. In addition to defense and opposition to abortion rights, we consider an undisclosed category [51]. While our motivation is similar to other works, our analysis differs in focus and coverage, as we put emphasis on demographics and stances in two countries.

2.2 Representativeness of Findings

Twitter is a non-representative platform per se as it has several biases with respect to gender, age, education, location, etc. [1, 5]. Thus, any analysis based on Twitter data may not be representative, due to the lack of a stratified sample of the general population, and the fact that the platform is not representative of the whole population. For instance, it has severe over-representation of white males from urban areas [5, 30, 32], as well as people in their 20s [46]. In geographical terms, central regions dominate the content generation and distribution more than expected from their population sizes [22]. These biases do not imply that any obtained insights are restricted to these over-represented groups. A study about the #BlackLivesMatter movement detected that, regardless of under-representation, African-Americans were more active than others group in the debate [37]. A study about commuter populations revealed that the infra-representation of females did not hinder the study outcomes with respect to gender [29]. In the case of abortion, domain experts in health have pointed out that, even though the population is biased, if done carefully, Twitter allows to understand what “the public is actually seeing,” an understanding that would help to design communication strategies regarding abortion legislation and medical practice [25]. Finally, a recent study about abortion on Twitter found that insights from Twitter match those from nationally representative surveys [20].

In our work, we analyze representativeness from two aspects. On the one hand, we measure how representative of the population the debate is, by predicting demographic features and comparing them to general population of each country. All our analyses are done at the demographic group level. On the other hand, we measure how each stance, and each country, participates on the debate, with a focus on the content distribution. We find that different countries have different demographic representativeness, and that content distributions vary according to the legislative events in each country. As such, our work adds evidence to the pile of previous work on representativeness of Twitter debate.

Here we established the differences and contributions with the prior research that our work draws from. In the next section we describe the data set where this work is performed.

3 DATA SETS

We describe the data sets used to study abortion legislation debate. The analysis has a temporal coverage of four years of Twitter debate (2015–2018), a geographical coverage of two countries (Argentina and Chile), and a political coverage of two abortion laws (one approved, one rejected). Chronologically, the debate starts with the abortion bill proposed in 2015 by President Michelle Bachelet in her second presidential regime, and approved as law in 2017. In Argentina, the legislative debate was held in 2018, during the regime of President Mauricio Macri. In total, we used three data sets: a corpus of Twitter debate, a census (2017) from Chile, and a census (2010) from Argentina.
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Figure 1: Weekly tweet volume in the period of study. Dotted lines represent relevant events in legislation. Events in 2015–2017 happened in the Chilean Congress. Events in 2018 happened in the Argentinian Congress.

3.1 Twitter Corpus
On Twitter, users have a profile and publish micro-posts, usually with limited number of characters allowed (the limit is currently 280). Each micro-post (a tweet) may contain multimedia items, hashtags (or topic indicators, e.g., #abortion), mentions of others users, and links to websites. A micro-post may also be published again by someone else than its original author (in Twitter, this is known as retweeting), cited or quoted by others, and replied to.

User profiles in Twitter contain the following features: a screen-name or alias, a full name (which may not be validated), an optional location in free text form (eventually fictional [26]), an optional self-description or biography, an optional URL, the number of published micro-posts, the number of followers or subscribers, and the number of friends or subscriptions to other profiles.

Between January 1, 2015, and December 31, 2018, we crawled tweets using the Twitter Streaming API. The query parameters were keywords related to abortion, composed into a query using the OR operator, and apply to the tweet content. The keyword set included general abortion vocabulary (e.g., aborto(s), abortista(s), abortados(as), … tenses of to abort in Spanish), hashtags, both, general (e.g., #aborto - abortion, #aborto3causales - abortion three grounds, #noalaborto - no to abortion) and contextual (e.g., #marchaabortolegal - protest for legal abortion), mentions to relevant accounts involved in the debate (e.g., public health institutions, NGOs), and phrases (e.g., “pregnancy interruption”). Initially, the data set contained 31.4M tweets from 1.8M users.

We identified users who self-reported their gender (male, female) and country (Argentina, Chile) on their profiles. Then, we proceeded to propagate these labels to the rest of the data set using a classifier (Section 4 details this process). To focus on the debate, we kept only those profiles with valid demographic attributes (either self-reported or predicted with high confidence), and that belonged to the largest connected component of the full interaction network, comprised of retweets, mentions, replies, and quotes. As result, we kept 6M tweets from 663K users.

Figure 1 shows the weekly volume of tweets. One can see that the volume of debate presents several peaks, most of them co-occurring with legislative events. Additionally, one can see weeks periods with low content volume (July 2016, September 2016, December 2017, and January 2018). In those weeks, the crawler presented problems gathering data. In terms of content, Figure 2 shows a word cloud of the most frequent terms in the corpus.

3.2 Census Data
To estimate representativeness of our data set, we use census data from both countries.

The Argentinian government held a population census on October 2010 [28]. The reported population was 40.1M inhabitants (31.3M were 13 years old or older). The Chilean government held a population census on April 2017 [27]. The reported population was 17.5M inhabitants (14.5M were 13 years old or older). Table 1 shows the population in each demographic group under consideration in this work. Note that the underage cohort (< 18) contains from 13 to 17 years, as 13 years old is the minimum Twitter user age according to the Terms of Service. These age cohorts are arguably coarse, but they are common in demographic studies of Twitter profiles [48]. This granularity aids in understanding Twitter demographics, due to over-sampling of people in their 20s [46].

We seek to analyze the abortion debate with a focus on the representativeness of the political debate on micro-blogging platforms. In the next section we describe the methodology applied to these data sets.

4 METHODOLOGY
This section details how we analyze the abortion debate in this work. We describe how we classify users into demographic groups

---

Note that Spanish is a gendered language. In contrast to English, neutral pronouns do not exist.
and stances using a state-of-the-art classifier. Then, from this classification results we can analyze representativeness of several content and behavioral analysis supported by the data.

4.1 Classification Framework
The classification task is, given a user $u$, predict its gender (male, female), location (a country), age cohort (such as 30–39 years old), and an abortion stance (such as in favor or against it). We first define a feature matrix, where each user is a row, and each feature is a column. The feature matrix itself is a horizontal concatenation of multiple matrices:

1. A user-term matrix, where a cell at $(i, j)$ contains the number of times user $i$ has used the term $j$ in her/his tweets. Terms include words, hashtags, user names, URLs, and emoji. We only consider terms that have a minimum frequency of 50 in the data set.

2. A second user-term matrix, where a cell at $(i, j)$ contains the number of times user $i$ has used the term $j$ in her/his biographical description. We only consider terms that have a minimum frequency of 10 in the data set.

3. A matrix of user and meta-features, where we have included profile features such as the domain of the user self-reported URL (e.g., a home page), a time-zone (if available), the number of emoji in the profile description, the use of emoji in the account’s reported name, and any other user-specific metric, such as lexicons applied to user data.

4. An adjacency matrix of retweets, where a cell at $(i, j)$ contains the number of times user $i$ has reweeted user $j$.

5. An adjacency matrix of mentions, replies, and quotes, where a cell at $(i, j)$ contains the number of times user $i$ has written tweets directed at user $j$. This matrix contains only users in the data set. For instance, an account that is mentioned but does not participate in the debate is implicitly contained as a mention term (@account_name) in the user-term matrix.

For each attribute we need to predict, we instantiate a single classifier, using the feature matrix as input. We base our work in the XGBoost classifier [9], a state-of-the-art gradient boosting [14] framework based on decision trees. It works by training a number of weak learners for the classification task, and then by returning the fraction of learners that predict each possible category. During training, each learner is instructed to correct its mistakes, focusing each time on the observations that were harder to classify.

Our parameters are the following: 300 estimators (the number of trees or weak learners), a learning rate of 0.1 (how much the feature weights decrease after each iteration to avoid over-fitting), and a max delta step of 1 (the maximum change in a tree leaf from one iteration to the next). These parameters are fairly conservative for a XGBoost classifier. This is due to potential class imbalance in our data set, given that the Twitter population is biased [1], and that we rely on self-reported information, as described next. Additionally, to avoid over-fitting, we train with early stopping, extracting a validation set of 10% of the training observations.

4.2 User Labeling
Having a classification task, we need labeled users to train each classifier. In this context, we rely on self-reported user information, both in explicit and implicit disclosures of the relevant attributes. We follow a bootstrapped approach, where we learn using the self-reported attributes, and then propagate them to the rest of the data set [38]. We resort to different strategies in labeling users and potentially filtering the feature matrix.

To label gender, we first check her/his first name in the reported full name, by checking from a list of known names. For users without an identifiable name, we checked their biographies for typical expressions disclosing gender (e.g., “Mother of two kids”). To label a user location, we check her/his self-reported location name against a manually built gazetteer. And to label age, we followed a similar process, by matching common phrases in biographies that contained age or date of birth (e.g., “25 years old”). Users were binned into age cohorts (<18, 18–29, 30–39, ≥40), also used in other works [48]. We removed columns from the feature matrix that would over-fit the classifier, as they were used for labeling (e.g., numbers with two or four digits that may represent an age or a date). To aid classification, the meta-data features included a custom built lexicon of biography vocabulary, with categories such as celebrities (both, local and global), sports (soccer teams and players), politics (political parties), social media (names of other sites, such as Instagram), etc.

Finally, we define the probability of user $u$ belonging to a class $c$ as the fraction of weak learners that vote for $c$ given $u$. We only accept classification outcomes that are above a specific threshold (0.7 for gender and location, 0.65 for age, both manually determined by experimentation).

4.3 Stance Prediction
To predict stance we followed the same approach as for demographic features. However, labeling users is not as straight-forward. First, in abortion there are two main stances, colloquially denoted pro-life and pro-choice. Although commonly used, these terms are semantically overloaded, i.e., they carry an implicit false leaning on behalf of the opposite stance [23]. We therefore classify users into two groups or stances: opposition (instead of pro-life), and defense (instead of pro-choice). Since these stances are known, we have a priori information about the words, organizational accounts, and hashtags characterizing them. We use this domain knowledge to build a list of seed patterns, to be applied either to profile descriptions or tweet content. Users that match those patterns are labeled with the corresponding stance. As keyword usage is not exclusive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance</th>
<th>Patterns in Biography</th>
<th>Patterns in Tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>defense</td>
<td>#abortolegal, #abortolibre, #abortoseguro, #abortogratis, feminista, a favor del aborto, #proeleccion, #prochoice</td>
<td>@siemprexlavida, derecho a la vida, #antiaaborto, contrato[a] al aborto, #stopabortion, las dos vidas, cristiano/a, #salvemolasodavidas, aborto no es la solucion, #siempreporlavida, porlasodavidas, #proamilia, #proviva, #noalaborto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposition</td>
<td>@siemprepreslavida, derecho a la vida, #antiaaborto, contrato[a] al aborto, #stopabortion, las dos vidas, cristiano/a, #salvemolasodavidas, aborto no es la solucion, #siempreporlavida, porlasodavidas, #proamilia, #proviva, #noalaborto</td>
<td>@salvemosladosavidas, #siaviva, #abortolegal, [f]@noalaborto, #noesley, @mmreivindica, @noalaborto_arg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Seed patterns for each abortion stance.
to each stance, for instance, due to content injection [12] or hashtag hijacking [24], we only keep the labels where users match patterns from one stance but not from the other. In a similar way as we do with age, to avoid over-fitting we remove features that match the seed patterns from the feature matrix, as they perfectly separate users from both groups. Table 2 shows a subset of the seed patterns used to label users to each stance. As examples, the defense patterns include #abortolibre (unrestricted abortion) and the campaign @CampAbortoLegal. The opposition patterns include #salvemoslas2vidas (let’s save the two lives).

Given that weak learners perform slightly better than random, and under the assumption that some users cannot be classified into two stances [51], we bin users according to the fraction of learners that voted defense. A threshold of (0.49, 0.51) defines undisclosed users, in which we group both undecided people and those who decide not to disclose their stance, but to disseminate information.

With this classification approach we are able to infer gender, location, and stance for all users. Age is an optional attribute, being the hardest attribute to measure due to the lack of general information about users (for instance, interaction with accounts in other topics) and population bias.

### 4.4 Analysis of Representativeness

Social media platforms have population biases, and Twitter is no exception. Such biases are not inherently bad, however, it is important to measure them to know how generalizable a social-media analysis is. We measure two types of representativeness: demographic and in content.

**Demographic Representativeness.** We aim to understand how much of the national population of a country is represented in the debate, and how these representations vary by country, as not all countries discuss in the same way [39]. To measure this, we estimate the user rate per 1,000 inhabitants for each pairwise combination of gender and age cohorts in a country. Then, we compare the similarity of this distribution with the national distribution from a census, using the Kendall-Tau rank-correlation coefficient between matrices:

$$\tau_{kB} = \frac{n_c - n_d}{\sqrt{(n_0 - n_1)(n_0 - n_2)},}$$

where $n_c$ is the number of concordant pairs, $n_d$ is the number of discordant pairs, $n_0 = n(n - 1)/2$, $n_1 = \sum_j t_j(t_j - 1)/2$, $n_2 = \sum_j u_j(u_j - 1)/2$, $t_j$ is the number of tied values in the $i^{th}$ group of ties for the first matrix, and $u_j$ is the number of tied values in the $u^{th}$ group of ties in the second matrix. The coefficient tells us how much similar (or dissimilar) is the Twitter population with the national population.

**Content Representativeness.** Regardless of the demographic representativeness of the data set, sometimes a small fraction of users produces most of the content [3]. We aim to understand the distributions of content with respect to country, stance, and time, to find whether the content distributions imply equal representations between groups in the data set, or, in other words, how different the content generation process is in each group under analysis.

This type of phenomena has been modeled before through power laws [10]. For instance, power laws have been used to compare national Web domains [2]. They are characterized by a single exponent $\alpha$, as seen on the following formula:

$$Pr(tweets published by group) \propto k^{-\alpha}.$$

By fitting a power law to tweets per user in a country, in a stance, and in every year under study, we quantify the content representativeness of the data, and characterize how these content distributions change with respect to legislative events in every year.

The consideration of both types of representativeness allow us to answer our second research question, providing evidence on whether political debate generates comparable patterns of engagement and participation in different population groups.

The series of methods defined in this section, while drawing from previous work in the literature, provide a way to measure representativeness of stances and demographic attributes in abortion as seen on micro-blogging platforms. In the next section we describe the results of applying these methods to the data set from Section 3.

### 5 RESULTS

Our research question is: what is the representativeness of the abortion debate? We aim to understand the representativeness taking into account two aspects: demographics and content distribution. In this section we present the results of applying our methodology (Section 4) to the abortion debate in Argentina and Chile from 2015 to 2018 (Section 3). We describe the demographic and classification results of the 663,340 users in the data set, and then proceed to answer our research question.

#### 5.1 Classification Results

Table 3 contains performance metrics for each predicted attribute, estimated with 5-fold cross validation. Location and stance exhibit the best performance, both with a precision of 0.93 and a high recall (0.93 and 0.92). In terms of stance, this performance exceeds typical precision, which lies around 85% [11]. This shows that our choice of classifier was correct. Gender and age cohort exhibit acceptable performances; however, recall that we considered these predictions only in cases where confidence was above a specific threshold. In our preprocessing stage, we discarded users for whom gender was not predicted. For age, we kept users without a predicted cohort, as they may have publish relevant information. The number of profiles with predicted age is 163K. The table also mentions the top features for each classifier. One can see that colored heart emojis plays an important role in predicting gender and stance, and that words associated with abortion debate are relevant for gender (such as morir –to die–, and cuerpo –body–). To predict country, the most important feature is time-zone, as well as local hashtags (e.g., #aborto3causales refers to Chilean legislation), and mentioning other social-media sites on the biography (biography-lexicon: social media). To predict age, important features include having a link to an Instagram account, using social-media slang (e.g., fav), using emojis, and having the word estudiante –student– in the biography.
Table 3: Classification metrics of demographic attributes and stance. Metrics were estimated through 5-fold cross validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Terms in Tweets</th>
<th>Terms in Biographies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>clandestino, provida, legal, sexual, abortolegal, aborto, traumático</td>
<td>estudiante, futura, psicologa, lic, 18, 21, medicina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>#abortolegal, #abortelegal, #caseley, @campabortolegal, #niunamenos, #senadoresecaseley, #activaelcongreso, salud, punible, pagina12.com.ar</td>
<td>aborto, info@com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>--, criticas, @agonistina, #salvemosla2vidas, normalizacion, abortolegalsmuerte, destroye, chiliplanero</td>
<td>estudante, chile, udec, chilena, udg, uc, universidad, pedagogia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>#abortolegal, sexual, y, #abortelegal, bit.ly, debate, #aborte, @teresitaok, pagina12.com.ar, @lavozcomar</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>legal, fav, @, #, vida, dale, quiero, tenes</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 40</td>
<td>macri, #salvemosla2vidas, dominio, extincion, debate, cfk, @mauriciomaci, cristina, #aborte, info@com</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>twitter, podrdo, tw, casarwn, re, fav, tema, legal, bolas</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 40</td>
<td>macri, debate, dominio, #salvemosla2vidas, infobae.com, cfk, extincion, #aborte, cristina, @mauriciomaci</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>legal, fav, @, #, vida, dale, quiero, tenes</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 40</td>
<td>macri, #salvemosla2vidas, dominio, extincion, debate, cfk, @mauriciomaci, cristina, #aborte, info@com</td>
<td>aborto, contra, legal, bolas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To characterize the words most associated with each demographic group (country, gender, age cohort), Table 4 shows the most discriminating terms in both, tweets and biographies, weighted using log-odds ratio with uninformative Dirichlet prior [33]. We observe that females discuss about abortion (clandestino – clandestine –, sexual, derecho – right to –) and other, related phenomena (#niunamenos, a hashtag about female homicides in Latin America), while males tend to discuss about politics, and to mention other males (e.g., @mauriciomaci, @sebastianpinera, @agonistina, kast). Young people tend to use more emojis than other cohorts, both in their tweets and in their biographies. In general, the table showcase coherent phenomena with current expectations about these demographic groups.

5.2 Demographic Representativeness

Using census data [27, 28], we estimated Twitter user rates per 1,000 inhabitants for Argentina and Chile, according to each age cohort and gender in the data set. Table 5 shows the results. Engagement in the debate is different not only between countries, but also within demographic groups. The most represented group in Chile is 18–29 years old females (2.71 rate), followed by men in their thirties (2.35). This contrasts with Argentina, where females between 13 and 17 years old have a much higher rate (42.57), followed by 18–29 years old females (17.89). This rate decays abruptly for the other age cohorts, which exposes similar numbers to Chile. A Kendall rank-coefficient of $\tau = 0.12$ ($p = 0.64$) confirms that the two matrices are not similar. In contrast, despite Argentina having a larger population than Chile, their national census distributions are similar ($\tau = 0.79$, $p < 0.01$). The female representativeness of Argentina contrasts previous studies where males are predominant on...
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5.3 Content Representativeness

A relevant aspect of representativeness lies on who produces the content, as it is not uniformly distributed [3]. For instance, only 8.23% of users generated 50% of the tweets in the data set. This analysis can be formalized by modeling the distribution of tweets per user as power laws, following the definition from Section 4.

Figure 3 shows the power law distribution of content per country. The power law exponents are $\alpha_C = 2.81$, and $\alpha_A = 3.66$, indicating that content in Argentina is more concentrated than in Chile, in terms of who generated the data. Power law exponents usually lie in the range [2, 3] [10], which means that these values are higher than what one would expect in regular conditions, for instance, on non-specific debate on Twitter.

The same analysis can be done at the stance level, as shown on Figure 4. This time we include in the analysis the undisclosed group, which has the lowest exponent ($\alpha_u = 2.83$) – this may be explained due to this group having people discussing the issue without getting deeply involved and without an agenda. Next is opposition ($\alpha_o = 3.07$) and defense ($\alpha_d = 3.68$), with higher exponents, signaling that content is concentrated in a more systematic way in defense. We hypothesize that this reflects how activism in defense of abortion rights is pushing the issue, given that the legislative efforts in place were aligned with their objectives.

If we take time into account, the exponents for Chile every year go from $\alpha_{2017C} = 2.46$ to $\alpha_{2015C} = 2.69$. The yearly exponents are fairly similar, signaling that the structure of the debate inside the country was stable in terms of content generation (Figure omitted due to space). Figure 5 depicts a different phenomenon in Argentina, with the preceding years before legislation showing similar exponents ($\alpha_{2015A} = 2.97$, $\alpha_{2016A} = 2.64$, $\alpha_{2017A} = 3.06$), and the last year with a much higher one ($\alpha_{2018A} = 3.63$). This signals how disruptive the debate was in Argentina in terms of content generation during a year with legislation.

In the stance content generation per year, opposition exhibits a stable behavior in time, with exponents ranging from $\alpha_{2018O} = 1.95$ to $\alpha_{2017O} = 2.14$, suggesting that people opposed to abortion rights tend to behave in similar ways regardless of the progress in legislative debate (Figure omitted due to space). In contrast, Figure 6 shows how different is the distribution for defense in the aftermath...
Throughout the years, the exponents monotonically increase, from $\alpha_{2015d} = 2.51$, to $\alpha_{2018d} = 4.02$. This unusually high exponent suggests that people in defense to abortion rights incrementally concentrated and organized content generation. Note that the minimum exponent in defense is still greater than the maximum in opposition, suggesting that the former group follows a specific strategy as legislative events unfold.

These results show that Argentina and Chile, even though similar in population distribution, culture and geography, have different demographic representations of Twitter users, and different content distributions. Moreover, different stances also exhibit different strategies in content generation. Thus, in this section we have quantified two types of representativeness in the abortion debate under analysis, effectively answering our research question.

6 DISCUSSION

There are plenty of arguments in the debate around abortion and taking a stance, which may be grounded on rational discussion [23] or deep private feelings [43]. Most of the reviewed work in Section 2 refers to understanding these factors in the context of the Web. However, to the extent of our knowledge, there is a gap in knowledge regarding the adoption of new technologies, the differences in how debate reflects the population (or not) in different countries, and whether there are changes of opinion. Our results have shown that, indeed, there is quantitative evidence that can shed light on these knowledge gaps.

A crucial aspect of political debate is its representativeness. Different countries may have dissimilar population distributions in the discussion, regardless of how similar they may be culturally. This implies that what can be inferred from web-based analysis if only one country is considered, may apply partially to other countries, regardless of how similar they may be. Moreover, as we found in our content-based analysis, changes in time may change the distributions within same groups of users. Thus, given that political debate is a dynamic phenomenon, our results suggest that longitudinal studies should consider demographic and content factors. Otherwise, their findings may be unrepresentative.
There are two main limitations in our work. Firstly, we measured debate during legislation, but did not consider the effect of the associated political events. For instance, the on-going events may have enticed people from unrepresented groups to participate. Second, the lack of ground truth makes our evaluation strictly based on the data we have self-labeled or inferred from self-reported information.

A line of future work is the study of how to further evaluate our results and their sensibility to, for instance, the set of seeded words, the definition of stance boundaries, and user weighting [8]. Given hashtag injection, relying on them may make the training groups not as separable as assumed [40]. Moreover, there is still work to do on how to generalize the method to other issues and other populations. Including additional demographic factors is another important direction for future work [57].

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we characterized the representativeness of abortion debate on Twitter. We did so by performing a longitudinal analysis of the debate in two Latin-American countries, Argentina and Chile. We empirically quantified the phenomena using established methods from the literature, finding that representativeness, both in terms of demographics and of content, changes with geography, time, and stance. The use of gradient-boosted trees showed potential in the context of abortion debate, enabling the propagation of self-reported attributes and our own knowledge about the issue at scale. The use of traditional techniques to study the Web, namely, modeling of attributes using power laws, and the usage of discrete choice models to understand user stances, provided insights that could be analyzed dynamically.

In the long term, political debate around abortion does not end, even if legislation does. For instance, in the last decade, the U.S.A. has seen hundreds of new restrictions to state-level abortion support [6], such as clinical programs and insurance coverage, and the introduction of a new act in the state of Alabama to impose almost a complete ban on abortion starting November 2019. In Spain, several restrictive reforms and budget cuts have been proposed by recent governments [35]. In Mexico, in September 2019, the state of Oaxaca approved an abortion law, a debate that featured the green and blue handkerchiefs that we hypothesize inspired the usage of colored heart emojis [47]. Hence, in a growing political context regarding abortion, understanding the dynamics of public debate is crucial to bridge gaps between people of opposing views in these controversial issues.

To conclude, an important line of future work is the study of these dynamics in a global context, including a more fine-grained demographic analysis on abortion and other controversial issues. In these polarizing times, the Web has the potential to act as a positive influence on how people relate to others.
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